REBUS REMIX - HOME EDITION by Dart
In Rebus Remix, players use tiles to spell the answers to clues.
The tiles themselves are either letters, or icon tiles which represent words. The icon tiles have
drawings, and they represent words of approximately three letters. Rebus Remix does not deal
in sounds; icon tiles represent the letters in the word they represent. Once you know what an
icon's meaning is, that meaning never changes.
All the answers to the clues are single, uncapitalized words in 11C, though they may be clued
in a capitalized form. They are also at least four letters long and at least two tiles long. For
example, the tiles:

...answer the clue "Actor Nicolas". This answer is four letters long and two tiles long, and the
name also appears uncapitalized in 11C as a word.
There are details of the tiles worth looking for. Although the [age] tile above shows an entire
birthday cake, there are red arrows pointing to the aspect of the picture that you should pay
attention to.
Some tiles show two opposites side by side. One side has the normal white background and a green checkmark under it, and the other is shaded out and has a red
X. This tile represents the unshaded half of the picture.
If you do a lot of these puzzles, some tiles may become familiar to you, but be careful! Some
icons tiles may look similar, but they can be different in important ways. Look closely.
In the first round of this game, there are three point levels. For the one-point puzzles, use only
the tiles that are available in the main part of the box at the right of the clues. For the twopoint puzzles, an isolated letter appears after the clue; you must use that letter as an
additional letter tile in answering the clue, but that letter is only available for that clue. For the
three-point puzzles, one of the extra icon tiles in the shaded area of the tile box is added; you
must use that tile in answering that clue, and again you'll only have each icon for one clue.
These tiles appear in the correct order in the shaded box.
This .pdf contains Game #5 of Rebus Remix, which appeared at the 2010 NPL convention in
Seattle. I hope you enjoy the puzzles.
© 2011, Darren Rigby

GAME 5

Rebus Race 2.0
BLACK tile set

Use at least one icon tile to answer these clues.
1 point
What you may do
to a sneezer
A male bee
Like filet mignon
An antisocial person

2 points
Push on [P]
Like Macaulay Culkin
character Kevin? [A]
A dead man walking? [G]
It makes a confession
invalid [U]
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3 points
Elsa of film, but not
Leo [ 1 ]
Approve of [2]
Precise control over
a horse [3]
Gerald Ford, for one [4]
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Rebus Race 2.0
BLONDE tile set

A

B

Use at least one icon tile to answer these clues.
1 point
Clotheshorseʼs
appliance
ISP, America ____
Crime of burning
passion?
Like the Dead Sea

2 points
Wrap to go with a
swimsuit [G]
Pecan product [P]
Fold : origami ::
prune [B]
A synthetic dye [N]
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3 points
Synopsis [ 1 ]
Lock up [2]
Sandpaperʼs purpose [3]
Send to the bench [4]

Rebus Race 2.0
BLOOD tile set

Use at least one icon tile to answer these clues.
2 points
1 point
A delivered package [P]
A shoe supports it
It fills an hourglass Uncommon [C]
It goes with “seizureˮ A form of character
and “rescueˮ
assassination [R]
Animal with spiral
Desk phone part [T]
horns
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3 points
Itʼs between the
Scorpion & Goat [ 1 ]
Beg for change [2]
Cliched place for
traditional values [3]
Moderately slow [4]

him

Rebus Race 2.0
BLUE tile set

Use at least one icon tile to answer these clues.
1 point
Drink astronauts
made famous
Subtle shade of
colour
Seemed rotten, in a sense
A tuning fork has 2

2 points
3 points
Dance with a rose
A dangerous fish [ 1 ]
involved [O]
300 extraʼs role, maybe [2]
Ring-diamond
Reel for winding cable
connector [T]
in machines [3]
Christmas tree decoration [L] Real-life game of
Position on an issue [C]
“Survivorˮ? [4]
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Rebus Remix
ESS tile set

1 point
Spoiled child
Grammy or Emmy
Ready to snap, maybe
Now, sheʼs a flight attendant
3 points
Founding principle
Suspicious
A small fastener
Digested
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2 points
Circus venue, once
Conscious
Make noise like a donkey
Guardianʼs charge
4 points
Quietude
A lawn, for example
Come to
“Dream-Childrenˮ, for one

Rebus Remix
ON tile set

1 point
Which place?
Hairdresserʼs workplace, usually
Belt material, usually
Stinging plant
3 points
Meteorologist
Shampoo selling point
A tall bird
Itʼs not an element anymore
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2 points
Get narrower
Internal faucet part
Shakespearean poem, e.g.
Some Molokai residents
4 points
He defaults
Not as high
Habit
A lord, for one?

Rebus Remix
ARC tile set

1 point
Strike-anywhere, for one
Itʼs used for ropinʼ
The primate closest to humans
An annoying situation
3 points
Person at your reunion, maybe
A sticking point may result in one
Colleen or Shannon, probably
Deciduous cousin of the pine
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him

2 points
Stab through
Medium for sketches, perhaps
Back trouble, often
Subject for scholastic anxiety, for some
4 points
Itʼs often circled in the desert
The Houseʼs decision on Dec. 19, 1998
Reflection of a radar transmission
A dance step like the galop

Rebus Remix
TIN tile set

1 point
What sinners are told to do
Spud
Keep going
Pocket change, near Piccadilly Circus
3 points
He has his own parish
Finisherʼs supply
Gathering intel
Jacuzzi jets are designed to do it

2 points
A whiter shade of... anything
Pierce
It detects colours
Back someoneʼs opinion
4 points
Hexagonal musical instrument
A medical solution
Overhead material
Clod

Sn

SOLUTIONS
BLACK

ESS

2 PT
1 PT
PR[ess]
BL[ess]
AL[one]
DR[one]
B[one]L[ess] G[one]R
L[one]R
DUR[ess]

3 PT
L[ion][ess]
[con]D[one]
DR[ess][age]
[par]D[one]R

BLONDE
1 PT
IR[on]
[on][line]
ARS[on]
SA[line]

2 PT
SAR[on]G
PRA[line]
B[on]SAI
ANI[line]

2 PT
P[arc]EL
SC[arc]E
SL[and]ER
H[and]SET

3 PT
[out][line]
[imp]RIS[on]
A[bra]SI[on]
[side][line]

4 PT
SEDA[ten][ess]
S[war]D
AT[ten]D
[ess]AY

1 PT
W[her]E
SAL[on]
LEAT[her]
[net]TLE

2 PT
TA[per]
WAS[her]
S[on][net]
LE[per]S

3 PT
WEAT[her][per]S[on]
LAT[her]
[her][on]
A/ET[her]

4 PT
WELS[her]
[net][her]
W[on]T
LEA[per]

2 PT
[imp]ALE
CH[arc]OAL
ACHE
[mat]H

3 PT
CL[ass][mat]E
[imp][ass]E
L[ass]
L[arc]H

4 PT
C[arc][ass]
[imp]EACH
ECHO
CH[ass]E

2 PT
[tin]T
[pen]ETR[ate]
RE[tin]A
[con]CUR

3 PT
CUR[ate]
TUR[pen][tin]E
RE[con]
AER[ate]

4 PT
[con]CER[tin]A
[tin]CTURE
ACET[ate]
CRE[tin]

ARC
3 PT
[arc][her]
[pan]H[and]LE
HE[art]L[and]
[and][ant]E

BLUE
1 PT
[tan]G
[tin]GE
S[tan]K
[tin]ES

3 PT
[ten]ET
[war]Y
[bra]D
EA[ten]

ON

BLOOD
1 PT
[arc]H
S[and]
SE[arc]H
EL[and]

1 PT
2 PT
[bra]T
[ten]T
A[war]D
A[war]E
[ten]SE
[bra]Y
STE[war]D[ess] [war]D

1 PT
[mat]CH
L[ass]O
CH[imp]
H[ass]LE

TIN
2 PT
[tan]GO
SET[tin]G
[tin]SEL
S[tan]CE

3 PT
S[tin]G[ray]
S[par][tan]
[cap]S[tan]
[ton][tin]E

1 PT
RE[pen]T
T[ate]R
[con][tin]UE
[pen]CE

